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UAE fund swoops on £150m Chelsea scheme

T

he former Chelsea Police Station on Lucan Place has been sold to a private fund based in the UAE for a reported £50m.
Mayfield Asset Management shelled out £40m for the prime mid-century block between South Ken and Sloane Square
just eight months ago, so the news has come as something of a surprise.
Press release

8 February 2016

The firm hired Squire & Partners shortly after closing the deal with the Met
Police in February, and a plan was drawn up to transform the 0.195 acre site
into a 60,000 square foot luxury resi scheme with an estimated GDV of at
least £150m
It sounds like the fund’s offer came out of the blue, but the project is going
ahead as planned, with the existing teams remaining on board. It’s believed
the new owners paid a premium price to secure their services.
Discussing the scheme earlier this year, Squire & Partners’ Murray Levinson
said: “Chelsea Police Station is well known in the local area but has been
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A new office to residential development is planned for the former Chelsea police station following its acquisition by
London based developer Mayfield for an undisclosed sum.
Chelsea’s rich streetscape.”
Mayfield purchased the freehold of the mid-20th century building, which constitutes a 0.195 acre site, directly from
the Metropolitan Police.

Speaking to the Standard, Cluttons’ Faisal Durrani said the currency discountTheisfouracting
asis situated
a big
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purchasers right now: “The UAE dirham, like other Gulf currencies maintains a fixed US dollar peg, which means Emirati
The sale of Chelsea police completed in December 2015, and Mayfield’s development plans comprise the
demolishment of the existing building to make way for a new build residential scheme of 60,000 square feet which
buyers are currently looking at an effective currency discount of 17% on London
property, making it tantalisingly attractive.
would be valued in excess of £150m.
For instance, a £50 million purchase today translates into a $12.7 million saving,
when compared to pre-referendum pricing.”
Renowned international architects Squire & Partners, whose other London projects include The Chelsea Barracks,
The Clarges Mayfair and The Bulgari Hotel, has been appointed for the project. Plans for the scheme will be
submitted to Royal Borough Kensington & Chelsea in early 2016.

Mayfield declined to comment.

Joseph Mansour, Managing Director of Mayfield, commented: “We are delighted to have been successful in the
acquisition of this prime Chelsea site in what were very competitive bidding circumstances. We were pleased
that the Metropolitan Police agreed this sale to us based on the strength of our covenant and confidence in our
financial abilities. Needless to say, we held up our end of the bargain and contracts were exchanged in two weeks.”
Murray Levinson, at Squire & Partners said: “Chelsea Police Station is well known in the local area but has been
vacant since 2014; we are excited to be involved in shaping its future. Mayfield has a great vision for this project,
and working closely with them, we aim to transform the site into a prestigious residential destination, creating a high
quality addition to Chelsea’s rich streetscape.”
Savills and CBRE advised Mayfield. The London Metropolitan Police was represented by Knight Frank.
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